BURG (GEN)-01
West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours,Major, General) Examinations, 2011
PART- I
HUMAN RIGHTS - GENERAL

Paper - I
[ Full Marks : 100

Duration. : 3 Hours )

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figu.res in the margin indicate full marks.
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GROUP-A

Answer any two questions.

2

l.

Discuss the rights of women as guaranteed in CEDAW.

2.

Discuss any two human rights movements and evaluate their achievements.

3.

Critically discuss the 'P�sitivist Theory 1 of Human Rights.

4.

Discuss the origin and historical development of human rights.
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GROUP-B

Answer any four questions.

5.

4 X }Q = 40

. "All.human rights are universal and interrelated." Discuss the meaning and nature of
human rights in the light of this statement.
"� �� � '8 ,500-:-�11'l9!·�1" _:_ �� � '8� � � �� \5l'1ef '8 �

6.
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With proper examples narrate the three generations of human rights.
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7.

Discuss .the

8.

"Right to Development is ·a part of human rights." Discuss.

"

role of United Nations in the protection and promotion of human rights.

"\SiBll-i� � �� � 1" '511ldi\lb.:il �I
9.

V
10.

Discuss the 'Social Welfare Theory' of Human Rights.
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Discuss any
movements in India.
. one of the important environmen!
-
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Answer any ten questions.
Qie<fSR��ffl�I
11.

Wh<;> are· called Indigenous people?

12.

Write tht!'full form ofILO. When was it formed and what are its functions?
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13.

What are the constituents of International Bill of Human Rights?

14.

Name any two proponents of the theory of Natural Law.
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J �� '3ll�IN><tS � 'i+W � � � �?
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15.
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Can an Indian citizen enforce the Directive Principles in a court of law ?
�,��h1 �� f<ts H<ft-1�ai<tS � '3ll'tiai� �� � 9froR ?

16.

What is 'third generation' of human rights?

17.

Who provided leadership in the 'Narmada Bachao' movement?

V.
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18.
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19.
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20.

'� �'8' '3lll"t1¢1--IC<tS � � �. ?
�rite �e full form of UDHR. When was it adopted?
UDHR,lQ�

9tc;f ���I

lQft" � � � ?

Write the full form of CEDAW. When was it adopted?
CEDAW-l!l� 91_c;( ���I l!lft- � � � ?
'what do you mean by Human Rights?

v

���f<ls�?

21.

What do you mean by Economic, Social ruid Cultural Rights? Write with examples.
�. >tl�l�<IS lQ<f� ��� ��.f<ts �?����I

22.

Where is the International Court o( Justice located?

.V

'3ll�IM '311'11¢1'5 C<tSl� '3l<IMt,5 ?

23.

Where is the headquarters of the United Nations located ?
�� � l'f� �� '3l<IMt,5

24.

Is the Rig:1t to Education in India a f}lndamental right?
� '5ff� f<ls �1�'5<1C( l!l� � � ?

25.

What do. you mean by Right to Development?
(SiHJlrl� �� f<ls �?
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